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About ESG Risk Technologies: 
ESG Risk Technologies develops innovative software to help organizations manage, anticipate 
and adapt to evolving Environmental, Social and Governance risks. Powered by data, 
automation, AI and intuitive user interfaces, we convert ESG complexity into clarity.  
Visit www.ESGRtechnologies.com 
 
About Bushnell Mueller:  
Bushnell Mueller is a leading global advisory firm dedicated to helping the insurance sector 
translate Environmental, Social and Governance issues into managed risk and business 
opportunity. The firm is a trusted advisor to property & casualty and life insurers, reinsurers, 
brokers and other intermediaries and market participants. Visit www.bushnellmuller.com 
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Bushnell Mueller Partners with ESG Risk 
Technologies to Develop ESG Software for Insurers  
 
Washington, DC / Brussels. February 14th, 2022.  
 
Bushnell Mueller has partnered with ESG Risk Technologies to develop a unique Software as a 
Service (SaaS) specifically designed to help the insurance industry manage Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) issues.  We are working directly with our clients in the industry to 
align the product with their experience and needs as ESG strategy gains momentum.  
 
“As underwriters and asset managers, insurers face a complex ESG strategic management 
process,” said Steve Bushnell. “Mapping interconnected risks and opportunities, setting targets, 
implementing global and local business policies and programs, aligning operations, engaging 
stakeholders, accessing the right data and modelling inputs, effective reporting and disclosure – 
these are just a few of the components.”  
 
The goal of the joint venture with ESG Risk Technologies is to develop a unique digital platform 
that help’s insurers integrate, simplify and efficiently manage all aspects of their ESG process.  
 
“There are many knowledge and technology based ESG related services available to insurers 
today, from EMS software to third party risk modelling and portfolio / asset-level data platforms,” 
said Stefan Mueller. “Much of this is accessed and implemented in silos, and the in-house and 
public outputs are manually derived, static and quickly obsolete in the face of a rapidly changing 
ESG landscape. We see an opportunity to help our clients streamline their process and be agile.”   
 
Bushnell Mueller will gather insurance sector input in 2022 and work with ESGR Technologies 
towards a projected beta launch in the first quarter of 2023.  
 


